INSIGHTS ACROSS THE ENTIRE
ENERGY VALUE CHAIN

TECHNICAL DATA
- Oil and gas well
- Basins
- Fields and reservoirs
- Seismic surveys and subsurface data
- Equipment and infrastructure data

ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE SERVICES
- Geophysical interpretation softwares
- Reservoir engineering and interpretation softwares
- Field development planning softwares
- Commercial asset valuation
- Performance benchmarking evaluation tools

INSIGHTS AND ANALYTICS
- Upstream costs and technology insights
- Risks and economic analysis
- Company strategy, performance and valuation, M&A valuations and metrics

OIL MARKETS, MIDSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM

TECHNICAL DATA
- Pipelines and infrastructure data
- Major industrial plants data (US)
- Commercial energy plants data (US)
- Global refineries data

INSIGHTS AND ANALYTICS
- Crude oil supply and demand analysis
- LPG flow data and NGL price, supply & demand outlooks
- Refined product market outlook and downstream value chain analysis by country
- Company strategies and financial performance benchmarking

130K of the largest energy-consuming facilities in the United States

145 countries included in our Downstream value chain analysis and data

POWER, GAS, COAL AND RENEWABLES

TECHNICAL DATA
- Global LNG data
- Global gas and power generation data

INSIGHTS AND ANALYTICS
- Integrated regional insights power & gas markets
- Regional renewable insights
- Global coal market proprietary pricing, indexes & outlook

15K major U.S. industrial plants

19 industries representing 81% of the natural gas consumed by the industrial sector

ENERGY WIDE PERSPECTIVES

INSIGHTS
• Climate change dialogues
• Strategic dialogue on global industry
• Long-term planning scenarios
• Global emissions data